
[·,a.nifolds of differentia.ble maps 

Peter Nichor 

1. Let X, Y be smooth finite dimensional manifolds, let 

. C~(X,Y) be the set of smooth mappings from X to Y; for any 

non negative integer n let In(X,Y) denote the fibre bundle 

of n-jets of smooth maps from X to Y, equipped with the ca

nonical manifold structure which makes jnf : X --to In(X,Y) 

into a smooth section for each f E' COO(X, Y) , where jnf(x) is 

the n-jet. of f at x~ X. 

Usually COO(X,Y) is equipped with the so called Wbitney-cr-

topology; a basis of open sets is given by all sets of the 

form H(U) = {fE=>C-CX,y) : jnf(X)~UJ, where U is any open 

set in in(X, Y) and n ~ N. See r '3 J and (6 J for accounts of this 

to~ogy. We may describe it intuitively by the following words: 

if you go to infinity on X you may control better and better 

partial derivatives up to a fixed order. 

2. Anyone familiar with functional analysis may have heard 

the follm·Jinc; words: if you go to infinity (on X) you may 

control better and better more and more partial derivatives. 

This desc~ibes the inductive limit topology on nCR) = 

= lim J1CK), where l1c~) is the space of all smooth functions 

\'11th 
~ 

compact support on IR and :r CK) is the subspace of those 

functions '\>lhich have support contained in some fixed compact 

K of X, equipped \'Iith the topology of uniform converr;ence' in 

all partial derivatives. 

The topology induced by the vlhitney-C--topology on ~ \1It) 
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could be described by ,the formula :l(fl,)':: ~ ( U!i :f'(K)) , 
r..... K 

where Jr(K) is the space of all Cr-functions on ~ with 

support contained in K. This discussion shows (I hope) that 

the ~']hitney-C"-topology is not the most natural topology on 

C-(X, Y). 

3. We now give an intrinsic description in terms of jets 

of the topolor;Y on e»CX, Y) referred to in 2. 'ile call it the 

~ -topology. _', detailed account of it can be found in [71 . 

'l'here are three equivalent descriptions of the J}' -topology 

on Coo(X,Y): 

(a) Fix a sequence K'= (Kn) of compact sets in X such that 

Ao = If , K n _1 ~ Kn0 , X =' U Kn • ,Then the system of sets of 

the form M(m,U)::: ifE.c-«»eX,y): j!Ilr.f(X-KnO) SUn for all nJ 

is a base of open sets for the :I -topology on c-(X, Y), where 

m =(m ) 'runs through all sequences of non negative integersn 
and U :: (Un) \'lith Un open in JlDtt (X, y). The ~ -topology is 

independent of the choice of the sequence lKn ). 

(b) Fix a sequence (d ) of metrics d on JU(X,Y), compatiblen n 

with the manifold topologies. Then the system of sets of tne 

form V (!) = (g e. CooeX,Y): 'fn(x) dn(jnf(X),jngI..X » < 1 for 

all x in 
y 

X and for all n 1 is a neighbourhood base for 

f t: C"CX, Y) in the 3.} -topology, consisting of open sets, 

where ~ = ( fn) runs through all sequences of continuous 

strictly positive functions on X with (supp 'fn) locally 

i'inite. The JJ -topology is independent of the choice of the 

metrics (L • 
n 
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~c) The system of sets of the form 
f 

r1(L,U) = [fE UOoeX,Y): jnf(X-L 0) !Ii Un for a.ll nJ n 
is a base of open sets for the, -topology on c~eX,y), 

irlhere L = (Ln) runs trough all sequences of compact set;s 

Ln~X such that (X-L o ) is locally finite and U = (Un) runsn 

through all sequences of open sets Un S In(X, Y). 

4..l.;he :J -topology on cf"eX,Y) is finer than the whitney-C«-

topology. It is exactly the topology~OO of f10RLET in [' 2 J , 
who proves that a:o(X,Y) is a Baire space in this topoloC;Y. 

It was mistoken to be the Whitney-topology by LESLIE (5] . 

'.;/e now list some properties of the ~ -topology: 

(a) A sequence (fn) in v~(X,y) converges to f if and onlz if 

there exists a compact set K' X such that all but finitell 

man;t of the fn I s equal f ill K ~ jkfn -Ii' jkf ' lIuniformly" 

~ K for all k. So conversence of seguenqes is the same for 

the I.rlhitney-topology and for the 3J -topology. See'"[7] . 

(b) 1£ T is a connected metrizable compact tOEological. space and 

f: T ~ crex, Y) is any continuous mapping (for the ~ -topology), 


then there is a compact set K~ X such that t ~f(t) (x) !!! 


constant on T !:.2!: x E X-K. 


Proof: Any t, T has a neighbourhood Vt in T such that the 


stated property holds on Vt = if not one may find a sequence 


tn ~t in T such that the sequence f(tn ) does not satisfy 


the condition in ea). Now use t~at ~is co~pact and connected. 


(c) For each k). 0 the map jk: creX,y)~ cr-(X,JkeX,Y)) is 

oontinuous for the JJ -topology. See (7] . 
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(d) If X,Y,Z are smooth finite dimensional manifolds then 

QD( ) 00 0composition C Y, Z x C (X, Y) --It C (X, Z), 6iven b;Xprop 

(f, g) f--::Jl fog , is continuous in the" -topoloS;Z, where 


Cp~op(X,y) is the ~pace of all smooth proper maps f: X ~ Y, 

i.e. f-1 
(K) is compact if K is compact. See [7]. 

5. Theorem: ~ X,Y be smooth manifolds. ~ e-(X,Y) ~ 

Baire space with the ~ -topology. 

This was proved by MORLET [2]. We give here a quite different 

proof using the explicit description of the lr-topology. 

Proof: Let U1 , U2 , •.• be a countable sequence of ~-open

dense subsets of cfO(X, Y). ;Ne have to show that QUn is again 

d)-dense. Choose Metrics dn on In(X,Y), n = O,1t ••• , compatible 

vlith the topologies, such that each In(X,Y) becomes a complete 

metric space with dne Let be foe ~(X,Y) and Vf(fo ) be any 

neighbourhood of fo as in 3(b). It suffices to s~ow that 

V,(fo)"t;'Ui;i 0. Let 

Let fV""= (t'fn) , then foE Vif(f )SVt1(fo)S;Vrr(fo ) , \'lhereo

Viy(f ) = { g& C"(X ,Y): fVn (x) d (jnf(x) ,jng(x) "1 for all o n 
x E X and for all n) 0 1. It clearly suffices to show that 

Vt-'f(f ) t'\ t;'Ui -I 0.o 
To do this we choose inductively a sequence of functions (f1 ) 

in ~(X,Y); a sequence ('r(i)) of families as in 3(b) such 

that the following holds: 
'''1 

(,Ai) f1 E Vt,(fo) 1"\ f-' Vy'J,(f j ) n Ui 

(Bi) V't't;)(f i ) ~ Ui 

(C1)(i>1) ds(jSfi(X), j S.fi _1 (x)) <:'1/21 , O~s.(ii • 

Choose f1 Eo Vif(fo ) n which is possible, since U1 is dense.U1 
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So (A1) holds. is' open and [,1 E U1 so \'le C'"'.'1 fine a familyU1 

0/(4) such tnat V1lfflo)(f1 )' U1 ' then V'ft.,(f~) So U
1 

so (B1) holds. 

(C'l) is empty. Now assume inductively that the data is chosen 

.for all j ~ i-1. ile \'lill choose f1 satisfying (Ai) and (Ci) 


and not using any (Cj), j <i, and then we can easily find 


'rei) such 
that eBi) holds. Consider the open set V~(fi_1) 

where ., = (0,2i 
, ••• ,2i ,0,0" •• ) with i-times 2i, 

i-t 
l,et Ei == Vi:<r (fo) " .a V,,'J) (fi ) n V? (fi _1 ) , then Ei is open 

and f{_1 E Eiby eAi _1 ), so Ei ~. ¢ and we may pick fi e Ei " Ui 
by density of Ui • 'l'hen clearly (Ai) holds since we have 

;-1 

fiE vi'f (f0) I'l (.1 V-,t;)(f j) " Ui • Furthermore we have for 1" s ~ i 
S

d (j _1 (X), jSfi(X») < 1/2i by the form of ~.' so (01) iss f i 

satisfied. Finally fi E- Ui , is open, so there is a family ",Ci}Ui 

such that V1Cf,,")(fi ) ~ Ui , so V'1'tI)(fi ) ~ U! and (Bi) hQlds too. 

~ow we use this data to prove the theorem. Define 

gS(X; == tj~ jSfi'X)" J-s(X,Y). ~ls limit exists._since for 

e~ch s d is a complete metric on JS(X,Y) and for each x the s 

sequence jSfi(X) is a Cauchy-sequence by (0). Since 

jOfi(X) = (x,fi\.x)), the graph of fi' we can define g:X.....,.Y 

by gO,x) == (x,g(x). We claim that g is smooth. ~his is a local 

question and in a chart-neighbourhood we see that all partial 

d.erivatives of £i converge uniformly by (C), so c; is smooth 

by a classical theorem of J!ubini. 

jnfi(x))(2Now fiE vf 'f ( f 0 ) by (Ai), i.e. 'PnlX) dn(jnfO(x) , 


for all x. A and n). 0. Since jn~i (x) ~ jng(xJ for all x and n 


vle conclude that d (jnf 0 (x) , jng(x) ~ 2 for all x and n ..
'-I'n (x) n 

80 g.: Vt~(fo)' By (Bi) ...,Ci) was chosen so that v Ifli) (fi) " Ui 
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end by (Ai) ~'/e have that fs Eo V'Y,o(fi ) for all s> i, i.e. 


'I'(~(x) dn(jnfi(X), jnfs(x») < 1 for all x and n. ~ince 


jnfs(X)~jng(x) for all x and n we conclude that 


.) ) ) Wex ) d ( . n....
.I i lX, . n ~ 1 all x and n,'t' n n \ J J g \. X .for i. e . 


g" V."m(fi ). ',L:his holds for all i. So b;y (B) wehave 

.. • _. co 


g E Viet (fo) t"\ 0 V"U)(f i ) c:. Vl",(f ) f\ (.} Uio qed.
o

6. Examples: In his lecture Mather introduced a topology 

on Diff~rJl , the space of Cr-diffeomorphisms with compact 

support of a smooth manifold M, by the formula 

lJiff~N := liD$. Diff~M , K compact in M. If r = co , then this 

is exactly the topology induced from the Z-topology on 

C
CiO

(f1,N), if r<:oo then it is the topology.induced from the 

. \rIhi tney-G r -topology .. 

The same topology \'las used by Banyaga in his talk on the 

space of smooth symplectic dif.feomorphisms with c.ompact 

SUf)port. 

7. 	 We now introduce a re.finement of the ~-topology on 

co 


C (X, Y) 'tlThich is needed for the manifold structure later 

on. It is called the :100 
-topology in ( 7], not a very good 

name. It is given by the following process: 

If :f,g E cot#(X,Y) and the set {XE- X: f(x) "g(x)} has 

co:npact closure in X we call f equivalent to g (f.--g) • 

T'his is an 8Q.uivalence relation. The ~0It-topology is now 

the coarsest among all topologies on if"(X, Y), which are 

finer titan t;he ~ -topology and for which all equivalence 

classes of the above relation are open. Another description 

is; equip e 8.(:h equivalence class with the trace of tlle 

D-topolo~y and take their disjoint union. 
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:he intrinsic descriptions of section 3 are still valid with 

alterations, just add f..-g to the definition of V.,(f) in (b) 

e~d intersect M(m,U) resp. M'(L,U) with equivalence classes. 

The properties 4(a) - ~(d) remain valid for the JT~-toPology 

too, since the maps and constructions used there are compatibel 

with the equivalence relation. 

CQQ(X, Y) is no longer a Baire space \'1i th the J)'-:-topology since 

it looks locally like the model space JT(f-TY) as we shall see 

in the next section and functional analysis tells us, that this 

is no Baire space. But it is a Lindelof space if X is second 

countable, so C~(X,Y) is normal and paracompact with the 

~-topology. 

B. I/:e now describe the manifold structure on CO()(X, Y). Let 

1;' : TY --'" Y be a smoot;h map such that for each y ~ Y the map 

't" y: TyY ~ Y is a diffeomorphism onto an open ne:'ighbourhood 

of y in Y. Such a map may be constructed by using a fibre

respecting diffeomorphism from TY onto an open neighbourhood 

of the zero-section in TY followed by an appropriate exponential 

map. If if: <r(X,Y) consider the pullbach f"TY \·;1.:ich is a 

vectorbundle over X, and the space ~(f;TY) of all smooth 

sections with compact support of this bundle, equipped iii tb. 

the :'00_ (or S)' -) topology. 

J,et 't' f! ". (f-TY) ---.,. CC'JO(X, Y) be the mapping 

't'f(s)(x) ;:: t'f~X)s(x) & Y. Denote the image of 't'f by Df > 

~~r '" '-! ({xJ X t"f(X) (Tf(x)Y)) is an open neiGhbourhood of 

the graph t(:x:,f(X)), X6XJ of f in X.,.cY = JOtX,Y) (in fact 

:=> tubular neic';ht'onrhood), and Uf consists of all g ~ uooeX, Y) 

,:;UCll tbat the ut:!'rap:a of 
~
rr, is contained in Z""" and g ......... .r,

~ 
SQ 
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./ .. " is op,c;n in the :!Too-topology. 'f'l' is contimJouG by LH,d) and 

I1/ :~3.S a continuous inver~;e ~f: Ui~3J\f"'.l.Y), Given by' , e 'I-' -'iI 	 (Df'IJ:<;) X) = '--PI,,\(g~X)), as is e8.sily checked up_J... 	 J.\,_1..) 

,.0 use 'f f as coordina map. l.OW let us check the form of 

the coordinate change: let f, gEe-eX,Y) with U","U 10. 
J. g 

.i'or s ~ CfI.,lUft'lUg ) we have 'fg Cff\S) (X) = t:~~X)(Y'f\S)<'X)) = 

= 	 t" ;~X) 0 'tf(X) (s(X)), so the map 

Cfgo 'l'f : ~ f ('6f t\ U ) E , (f"TY) ---> l)' (g"J.·Y) is given byg 
-1 '.,..(~g • ~f). ,by pushing forward sections by a fiber bundle 

diffeomorphism 't ~1. t'f • 'l'his is clearly continuous. 

::)0 '.tIe have const:L'"'ucted on C
CQ

(X, Y) a structure of a topological 

manifold, vlhere each f e C00
(X, 1) has a coordinate neighbourhood 

uf' homeomorphic to a whole space 3J (f'flo1iy ) of sections with 

.~o!TIpact support of the vector buno.le f ..·.l:Y over X. 

:::"ne constr'.1ction we have given here is a simplified version of 

the one given in [7]. 

9. To make C~(X,Y) into a differentiable manifold we just have 

to take a suitable notion of Or - mappings and to show that 

the coordinate change ( t' ~1 • t'f) is Cr. ~ve remark that it is 

of class C~in the sense of [4], a rather strog notion, as is 

shown in (7), and probably of class C~for any notion of 

differentiabj.lity that has appeared in the literature u.:1til 

nOl'l. The tangent space at f Eo d':»(X, 1.) turns out to be 

"Ill' ) iIr (.. ) 	 t b ' , . tC'ft (.. mv',cVf(X,TY ::::: dJ ,f 'J.'Y and the whole tangen unQ .....e ~s tU 1.. ,1. .. ,', 

tl:e space of all smoo"Ch maps l.. ~TY which differ from zero or:ly 

on i:l comp~·.:.ct ;'".t; • .Lt is a vecto:::, cundle over CcoeX,Y) (i.e. 

locally trivial; in the manifold structure it inheri"Cs j'rom 

y

'oJ,,00(\( r :::'.11 Op8..n S 1)C'et ...l_"'" +:::Oil0,.~"ent~~-.~ bunc.le s~,:ems to be\'[) 	 r; c.1.,1.' as 	 U -:> • '~· 

http:comp~�.:.ct
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_. ~~0 inverse function theo=28 I presented i~ ny talk is 

.n:'O::.1g due to,dfficu2.tie s with ehain-,,:'\.Lle for the notion 

of differentiability applied. The statement that remains 

ia1 to 'be of any interest. 
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